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Climate change could have a devastating effect on human and environmental health. Potential effects of climate change on human health include higher rates of respiratory and heat-related illness, increased prevalence of vector-borne and waterborne diseases, food and water insecurity, and malnutrition. Persons who are elderly, sick, or poor are especially vulnerable to these potential consequences. Addressing climate change could have substantial benefits to human health. In this position paper, the American College of Physicians (ACP) recommends that physicians and the broader health care community throughout the world engage in environmentally sustainable practices that reduce carbon emissions; support efforts to mitigate and adapt to the effects of climate change; and educate the public, their colleagues, their community, and lawmakers about the health risks posed by climate change. Tackling climate change is an opportunity to dramatically improve human health and avert dire environmental outcomes, and ACP believes that physicians can play a role in achieving this goal.
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plants could have a positive effect on cardiovascular and respiratory health (9). Physicians and the wider health care community have a major stake in addressing climate change, not only by treating patients experiencing its health effects but also by advocating for effective climate change adaptation and mitigation policies, educating the public about potential health dangers posed by climate change, pushing for a low-carbon health care sector, researching and implementing public health strategies, and adopting lifestyle changes that limit carbon emissions and may achieve better health. The issue of climate change is often positioned as a purely environmental, economic, or political one; however, climate change could have severe consequences for human health and physicians can play an important role in raising awareness.

In this position paper, the ACP explores the evidence on the health effects of climate change and offers recommendations on how physicians and the broader health care sector can take action to slow global warming and reduce the effects of climate change on patients and the planet. The Appendix (available at www.annals.org) contains the full position paper, including the expanded background and policy rationale.

**Methods**

This policy paper was developed by the Health and Public Policy Committee of the ACP, which is charged with addressing issues that affect the health care of the U.S. public and the practice of internal medicine and its subspecialties. The committee reviewed available studies, reports, and surveys on climate change and its relation to human health from PubMed, Google Scholar, relevant news articles, policy documents, Web sites, and other sources. Recommendations were based on reviewed literature and input from the ACP’s Board of Governors, Board of Regents, Council of Early Career Physicians, Council of Resident/Fellow Members, Council of Student Members, and Council of Subspecialty Societies, as well as nonmember experts in the field. The policy paper and related recommendations were reviewed and approved by the ACP Board of Regents in February 2016.

**Policy Recommendations**

1. A global effort is required to reduce anthropogenic greenhouse emissions and address the health impact of climate change. The United States must commit to taking both a leadership and collaborative role in developing, implementing, and ensuring the success of such a global effort and in reducing its own contributions to greenhouse emissions. Climate change adaptation strategies must be established, and mitigation measures must be adopted.

2. The health care sector, within the United States and globally, must implement environmentally sustainable and energy-efficient practices and prepare for the impacts of climate change to ensure continued operations during periods of elevated patient demand.

3. Physicians, both individually and collectively, are encouraged to advocate for climate change adaptation and mitigation policies and communicate about the health cobenefits of addressing climate change in objective, simple language to their community and policy-makers. For its part, the American College of Physicians is committed to working with its international chapters and with other professional membership and public health organizations within the United States and globally to pursue the policies recommended in this paper.

4. Physicians are encouraged to become educated about climate change, its effect on human health, and how to respond to future challenges. Medical schools and continuing medical education providers should incorporate climate change–related coursework into curricula.

5. Governments should commit to providing substantial and sufficient climate change research funding to understand, adapt to, and mitigate the human health effects of climate change.

From the American College of Physicians, Washington, DC.
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**Ad Libitum**

The latest way to make the luckiest humans in history anxious during their short stay on Earth.

—Richard Lehman, *BMJ*

**Precision Medicine**

Oh yes, I say, this is what I want, precision medicine. Let the data flow. Mine my genome for glitches and clues. Retrofit what you can and what you can't, well at least I’ll know the condition I fear can’t be fixed precisely.

My anxiety's high but knowledge is prized and much has been gained with my help. I might do fine. Not all genes express and mistakes can be made in labs and trials and the non-coding genome is massive, complex and, for all I know, the place where luck is transcribed.

Veneta Masson, RN, MA
Washington, DC
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APPENDIX: EXPANDED BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE

The Reality of Climate Change

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) defines climate change as “any substantial change in measures of climate (such as temperatures or precipitation) lasting for an extended period (decades or longer). Climate change may result from natural factors and processes or from human activities” (10). An important driver of climate change is the increased accumulation of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases that trap heat in Earth’s atmosphere, causing warming of the troposphere (the layer of the atmosphere closest to Earth).

There is broad consensus among climate scientists that Earth’s climate is changing mainly as a result of human activity (11, 12). Ninety-seven percent of climate scientists agree that humans are largely causing global warming (13). Many respected scientific organizations have issued statements in support of the evidence on anthropogenic climate change, including the American Association for the Advancement of Science (14), the National Academy of Sciences (3, 15) and other international science academies (16), the American Chemical Society (17), and the American Meteorological Society (18). Many medical societies, including the American Academy of Pediatrics (19) and the American Medical Association (20), have expressed concern about climate change and called for swift and aggressive action. Religious leaders, including Pope Francis (21) and members of the International Islamic Climate Change Symposium (22), have cast addressing climate change as a moral issue.

Although the vast majority of scientists affirm that global warming is occurring, some question the degree to which greenhouse gases are responsible for climate change or whether mitigation policies would be effective or economically feasible (23). Climate change projections are based on observations and climate system modeling. Precise prediction of how much carbon will be emitted in the coming decades or how natural climate variations may affect temperature trends is difficult; however, the National Research Council states that “there are still some uncertainties, and there always will be in understanding a complex system like Earth’s climate. Nevertheless, there is a strong, credible body of evidence, based on multiple lines of research, documenting that climate is changing and that these changes are in large part caused by human activities” (24).

Climate Change Indicators

The average surface air temperature of Earth has increased by 0.8 °C (1.4 °F) since 1880 (25). In the Northern Hemisphere, the period from 1983 to 2012 was likely the warmest 30-year period of the past 1400 years (2), and 2015 was Earth’s hottest year on record (26). The current atmospheric carbon level is unprecedented in the past million years (3). Atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide hovered in the range of 170 to 300 parts per million for the past 800 000 years before the 20th century. In 2015, the global carbon dioxide concentration passed the 400-parts per million threshold for the first time in recorded history (27). Greenhouse gas emissions continue to increase: 2011 emissions exceeded 2005 rates by 43% (28). Under current global carbon emission trends (that is, without additional efforts to constrain emissions), the IPCC predicts that global average temperatures could increase by up to an additional 2.6 to 4.8 °C (4.7 to 8.6 °F) by the end of the 21st century (2, 3). However, if coordinated, aggressive mitigation efforts are made to reduce carbon emissions, the planet could warm by 0.3 to 1.7 °C (0.5 to 3.1 °F).

Climate change indicators are not limited to surface temperatures; several other indicators have been observed. First, Arctic and Antarctic sea ice and glacier mass have dwindled. The minimum extent of Arctic sea ice was at its smallest on record in September 2012 (10). According to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, satellite data show that land ice sheets in Antarctica and Greenland have lost an estimated 420 billion metric tons of ice per year since 2002, totaling about 5 trillion metric tons in 13 years (29). Second, global sea levels increased by about 17 cm (6.7 in) over the past century (30), and according to the IPCC, “the rate of sea level rise since the mid-19th century has been larger than the mean rate during the previous two millennia” (2). Sea level rise is the result of melting land ice and expansion of water as it absorbs radiant heat. Finally, oceans have warmed and become more acidic (28) due to absorption of carbon dioxide. Ocean heat affects surface temperature, sea levels, and currents.

The United States has experienced a higher number of extreme weather events. According to the EPA,
trends include increased frequency of abnormally high annual precipitation totals, higher occurrence of extreme temperature conditions, an increase in tropical cyclone activity in the past 20 years, and lower total snowfall and decreasing snowpack (10).

Climate change may affect different areas of the United States in different ways. The Third National Climate Assessment Report (31) outlines the following regional climate change effects:

- **Northeast:** From 1895 to 2011, temperatures in the region increased by nearly 1.1 °C (2 °F) and precipitation increased by more than 10%. The sea level in the Northeast has risen by more than 30.5 cm (12 in) since 1900, exceeding the global average of about 20.3 cm (8 in). The region has also seen a disproportionately high number of extreme precipitation events. Projected continued heat waves, heavy precipitation, and sea level rises may compromise the region’s ecosystem, infrastructure, agriculture, and fisheries.

- **Southeast and the Caribbean:** The region has experienced an increased number of high-temperature days and fewer freezing events and a higher number of hurricanes and heavy precipitation events in recent decades. Projected outcomes include continued sea level rise, increasing temperatures, and reduced water availability. Such effects may compromise the region’s seafood and energy industries and endanger such coastal cities as Miami, Florida; Charleston, South Carolina; and Virginia Beach, Virginia.

- **Midwest:** Projected effects of climate change in the region include more frequent and extreme heat waves, poorer water and air quality, and extreme rainfall events and flooding. The report notes that according to one study, Chicago, Illinois, is projected to see between 166 and 2217 excess deaths from heat wave-related mortality per year by 2081 to 2100.

- **Great Plains:** Temperatures in the region are projected to increase, causing an increased demand for water and energy. The number of days with high temperatures over 37.8 °C (100 °F) is forecasted to double in the northern part of the region and quadruple in the southern part. Potential effects include drought, heat stress, and heightened demand for air conditioning (and, with it, energy use).

- **Northwest:** The average regional temperature has increased by about 0.7 °C (1.3 °F) from 1895 to 2011. The average annual temperature is projected to increase by 1.8 to 5.4 °C (3.2 to 9.7 °F) by 2070 to 2099, with the largest increases expected in the summer. Increased snowmelt could alter the timing of streamflow and affect water supply and demand. Drier conditions and higher temperatures may also enhance the risk for wildfires, leading to respiratory problems, stress from displacement, and other issues.

- **Alaska:** Alaska (and the surrounding Arctic region) is experiencing some of the most dramatic effects of climate change. Over the past 60 years, the state has “warmed more than twice as rapidly as the rest of the U.S., with average annual temperature increasing by 3 degrees F and average winter temperature by 6 degrees F, with substantial year-to-year and regional variability.” Wildfires are more frequent as a result of thawing permafrost. Arctic summer sea ice and glaciers are receding. Residents of coastal villages have sought to relocate inland as a result of sea level rise and erosion.

The estimated climate change risks vary in different regions of the world. Representative key risks around the world, according to IPCC projections (2), are as follows:

- **Polar Regions (Arctic and Antarctica):** Risks for ecosystems, human health and well-being, unprecedented challenges especially from rate of change.
- **Europe:** Increased damage from river and coastal floods, increased water restrictions, increased damages from extreme heat events and wildfires.
- **Asia:** Increased flood damage to infrastructure, livelihoods, and settlements; heat-related human mortality; increased drought-related water and food shortage.
- **Australasia:** Increased flood damage to infrastructure and settlements, increased risks to coastal infrastructure and low-lying ecosystems.
- **Small Islands:** Loss of livelihoods, settlements, infrastructure, ecosystems, services, and economic instability; risks for low-lying coastal areas.
- **Africa:** Compounded stress on water resources, reduced crop productivity, vector- and water-borne diseases.
- **Central and South America:** Reduced water availability and increased flooding and landslides; reduced food production and quality, spread of vector-borne diseases.

**Effect of Climate Change on Human Health**

In 2009, the Lancet and University College London Institute for Global Health Commission called climate change “the biggest global health threat of the 21st century” (32). The World Health Organization estimates that “climate change will cause an additional 250,000 deaths per year from 2030 to 2050,” likely the result of malnourishment, malaria, diarrhea, and heat exposure related to climate change effects (33). All populations will be affected by climate change, but children, elderly persons, and those living in economically poor and developing nations will be disproportionately impacted. Patz and colleagues (34) outline the health effects of...
climate change, including heat-related disorders, respiratory disorders, infectious diseases, food in security, and mental health. Of note, limitations exist in determining the relationship between climate change and health, which may require laboratory studies, observational data, and modeling studies rather than traditional experimental designs. Despite this, Patz and colleagues state, “given that evidence over the past 20 years suggests that climate change can be associated with adverse health outcomes, strategies to reduce climate change and avert the related adverse effects are necessary” (34). Such limitations underscore the need for additional research to better determine the relationship between climate change and health, which is discussed further in recommendation 5.

**Heat-Related Disorders, Including Heat Stress**

As the climate warms, more people could be susceptible to heat-related illness. Some sources predict that extreme heat events that currently happen every 20 years in the United States will occur about every other year by the end of the 21st century under a higher-emissions scenario (35). Residents of urban areas with impermeable, dry, paved surfaces are especially at risk due to the heat island effect that causes temperatures to be considerably higher than in outlying areas (36). Extreme heat is among the deadliest weather-related phenomena in the United States (37). Excessive heat exposure caused more than 7400 deaths in the United States from 1999 to 2010. In France, 6 heat waves occurring from 1971 to 2003 were associated with significant excess mortality, contributing to 13,700 deaths in 2003 alone (38). Across Europe, about 70,000 premature deaths were attributed to the 2003 heat wave (39). Heat-related health effects include rashes, cramps, heat exhaustion, and heat stroke. Heat exposure can exacerbate existing health problems as well. Cardiovascular and respiratory-related deaths also increase during heat waves (40). Elderly persons and children are especially prone to illness due to heat (41). Heat-related illness has economic consequences, decreasing the productivity of those who work outdoors.

**Respiratory Disorders, Such as Asthma and Allergies**

Climate change may already be having a troubling effect on respiratory health. In 2012, 7 million deaths were connected to the joint effects of outdoor ambient air pollution and household indoor air pollution, according to the World Health Organization (42). The pollen season has lengthened in central North America as temperatures have increased and the frost-free period has lengthened (43, 44). Elevated pollen production may be more prevalent in large cities and other densely populated areas, and increasing temperatures and shifting weather patterns may disperse pollen and spore-containing dust into new areas, thus introducing aeroallergens to new populations (45). Further, elevated carbon dioxide concentrations may facilitate the increased growth of allergen-producing weeds, grasses, trees, and fungi (46, 47). Experimental studies have shown that ragweed production increases as carbon dioxide concentrations and temperatures increase (48, 49). Heavy rainfall and flooding can cause dampness in homes, potentially leading to indoor mold and fungal growth, which is associated with such problems as nasal and throat symptoms, coughing, wheezing, and asthma exacerbation (50, 51). After Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, a report from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the Louisiana Department of Health and Hospitals found that 46% of inspected homes in the New Orleans, Louisiana, area had visible mold growth (52).

Ozone gas irritates and inflames the respiratory system and may be associated with increased mortality (53, 54). Evidence suggests that higher ozone concentrations can temporarily decrease lung function, are linked to respiratory-related emergency department and hospital visits and school absenteeism, and could increase the risk for premature death (55, 56). Because heat and light together cause a reaction that transforms carbon-based gases to ozone, asthma and breathing problems could be exacerbated as hotter days lead to increased ozone levels (57). It is estimated that by 2030, more areas could have background ozone concentrations of 60 parts per billion, the level at which symptoms are triggered in children with asthma and young healthy adults experience reduced lung function and airway inflammation (57, 58). Particulate matter exposure may also increase as a result of changing weather patterns induced by climate change. The threat of inhalation of smoke and related fine particulate matter may also increase as climate change leads to more frequent and intense wildfires. Smoke from forest fires and other landscape fires causes about 339,000 premature deaths globally per year (59). Particulate matter exposure may also increase due to drought, sandstorms, and desertification as well as coal-derived electricity needed to power air cooling systems (60).

**Vector-borne and Waterborne Infectious Diseases**

A warmer climate and changing rainfall patterns may also create hospitable environments for mosquitoes, ticks, and other climate-sensitive vectors that spread such diseases as malaria, chikungunya (61, 62), and dengue fever. Although climate change is only one factor that may contribute to the spread of malaria, it has made some areas of Africa more suitable and others less suitable for transmission of the disease (63);
Food Security Problems and Water Scarcity

As the population grows and food demand increases, “climate change could result in an increase of 20% of people at risk of chronic hunger” (70). Changing precipitation patterns, variable carbon dioxide and ozone levels, and temperature extremes resulting from climate change may cause decreased food production and food quality in various parts of the world (71). Aquatic life could be endangered by warming oceans and higher carbon concentrations, and marine biodiversity may be compromised. Under some forecasts, rice, maize, and wheat crop yields may suffer in areas that do not implement adaptation plans; in high-elevation areas, yields may increase with the temperature (2). Higher temperatures and delayed fall frost could increase crop yields as land becomes more suitable for multiple-crop planting; however, these yield increases may be surpassed by climate change-connected crop losses by 2100 (72, 73).

Massive aquifers, such as the Ogallala in the midwestern United States, are drying up, and groundwater supplies are decreasing in southern Asia as farmers have irrigated their cropland (74, 75). Water scarcity may be accelerated as the climate changes and more regions experience drought. Climate and land-use change may also increase water shortages in some urban areas. One study estimated that about 100 million additional urban dwellers will experience perennial water shortages under climate change conditions (76). Climate change may also affect potable water access in coastal regions. Freshwater aquifers are vulnerable to encroaching saltwater as sea levels rise in places like the southeastern coast of the United States (77). Drought connected to climate change could lead to agricultural collapse and subsequent migration and strife; one study cites human interference with the climate system as a factor that exacerbated the Syrian drought in 2007 to 2010, which contributed to civil unrest in the country (78). Climate change may also limit access to groundwater sources in dry subtropical regions, potentially increasing competition for potable water.

Mental Health Disorders, Including Posttraumatic Stress Disorder and Depression Connected to Natural Disasters

Climate change may also exacerbate conflict and political instability and lead to displacement and other problems. Disasters caused by climate change may negatively affect mental health. Extreme weather events can cause stress that may result in a decline in mental health, and prolonged heat or cold events may cause chronic stress that exacerbates health issues (79). Reactions to traumatic events can range from insomnia and worry to posttraumatic stress disorder and depression (80). Mental health problems can occur due to displacement, relocation, and loss of property and personal finances in the aftermath of a disaster (81). Nearly half of surveyed New Orleans residents affected by Hurricane Katrina reported anxiety mood disorder, and a substantial number reported posttraumatic stress disorder (82). Drought periods in Australia led to increased distress among rural residents (83). The United Nations has identified prolonged drought, desertification, flash floods, and other climate change-intensified events as factors that caused displacement among refugees in the East and Horn of Africa (84). The U.S. military considers climate change to be a “threat multiplier,” a factor that exacerbates existing problems, such as food insecurity, disease pandemics, and conflict over resources (85). The risk analysis firm Verisk Maplecroft states that climate change and food insecurity could “amplify” conflict and civil unrest in developing countries and predicts that Bangladesh, Haiti, Nigeria, India, Myanmar, and the Philippines are among the most vulnerable to risks associated with climate change (86).

Knowlton and colleagues estimated the lost lives and health costs associated with 6 climate change-related events in the United States: nationwide ozone air pollution from 2000 to 2002, the 2006 California heat wave, the 2004 Florida hurricane season, the West Nile virus outbreak in Louisiana in 2002, flooding of the Red River in North Dakota in 2009, and wildfires in southern California in 2003 (87). The events resulted in 1689 premature deaths, 8992 hospitalizations, 21 113 emergency department visits, and 734 398 outpatient visits. Estimated associated health costs totaled $14 billion.

According to surveys, many physicians believe they are already treating patients for illnesses that may be
connected to climate change. A survey of American Thoracic Society members found that 77% of respondents believed that increases in the severity of chronic illness resulted from increased air pollution caused by climate change (88). In a survey of allergists in the American Academy of Allergy, Asthma, and Immunology, 63% indicated that their patients had increased allergic symptoms associated with climate change (89). A survey of members of the National Medical Association found that 61% of respondents indicated that their patients were already being harmed by climate change “a great deal” or “moderately” (90).

**Recommendations**

1. A global effort is required to reduce anthropogenic greenhouse emissions and address the health impact of climate change. The United States must commit to taking both a leadership and collaborative role in developing, implementing, and ensuring the success of such a global effort and in reducing its own contributions to greenhouse emissions. Climate change adaptation strategies must be established, and mitigation measures must be adopted.

The IPCC states that surface temperatures are projected to increase under all assessed emissions scenarios over the 21st century and that it is very likely that heat waves will be more frequent, extreme precipitation episodes will occur more often in certain areas, sea levels will rise, and oceans will warm and acidify. However, with a concerted effort to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, the likelihood of drastic consequences can be reduced. Adaptation in this context is “adjustment in natural or human systems to a new or changing environment that exploits beneficial opportunities or moderates negative effects” (91). Adaptation to climate change can reduce existing and near-term risks. The CDC has developed a public health-focused framework for climate change adaptation called Building Resilience Against Climate Effects (BRACE). The 5 steps of BRACE are 1) forecasting climate impacts and assessing vulnerabilities, 2) projecting the disease burden, 3) assessing public health interventions, 4) developing and implementing a climate and health adaptation plan, and 5) evaluating impact and improving quality of activities (92). For example, as the risk for Lyme disease grows, public health departments are working with health care professionals on how to respond to and report disease incidence. In Maine, public health officials are monitoring the threat of vector-borne disease as ticks and other pests find the warmer climate more hospitable (92). After the devastating 2003 heat wave, many European countries devised and implemented heat health warning systems that use meteorological forecasts to launch public health interventions to minimize heat-related health problems in a region or population. When extreme heat is forecasted, media announcements, telephone hotlines, cooling centers, alerts to hospital emergency departments, and other activities are initiated (93). In addition, although climate change may contribute to malaria transmission in some areas, public health and other interventions, such as poverty reduction, distribution of bed nets, and investment in the health care sector, can help to curb its spread (63, 94). Existing programs, such as the U.S. National Flood Insurance Program; federal, state, and professional engineering standards; and the U.S. Coastal Zone Management program, can be amended to consider and implement future climate change adaptation needs (91).

Unless greenhouse gas emissions are curbed, the effects of climate change may reach a threshold where adaptation will be ineffective. Many Arctic Alaskans are being forced to relocate inland as the rising sea encroaches on coastal villages and frequent storms erode the land (91). Long-term efforts must also be made to prevent further climate change–related harm. Climate change mitigation is the goal of “implementing policies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and enhance sinks” (95). Mitigation strategies include more efficient use of energy and expanded use of carbon-neutral or low-carbon energy, improved carbon sinks (including reductions in deforestation and increases in reforestation), and lifestyle and behavioral changes (such as energy conservation and reduced energy demand). A carbon sink is anything that removes carbon dioxide or other greenhouse gases from the atmosphere. This includes natural sinks, such as trees, or artificial sinks, such as carbon sequestration technology that permanently diverts gas to underground stores. Policy experts have proposed a range of mitigation options, including increasing fuel-efficiency standards for automobiles and trucks, creating energy-efficiency standards for the built environment, establishing cap-and-trade approaches, and creating financial incentives or regulations related to land management (2, 31, 96). The health benefits resulting from climate change mitigation policies may at least partially offset the cost of such interventions in developed countries. According to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, collateral benefits from reducing local air pollution could range from “0.7% of [gross domestic product] in the European Union to 4.5% in China in 2050 under a 50% [greenhouse gas] emissions cut scenario” (97). The EPA estimates that the economic benefits to the United States of avoiding premature deaths related to air quality are estimated to be $160 billion in 2050 and $930 billion in 2100 (98).

Climate change mitigation policies will benefit public health as well as the environment. Cobenefits arising from greenhouse gas emission reduction policies include improved respiratory health from better air quality and reduced heart disease from walking and...
using other environmentally friendly active transportation (99). The Lancet Commission on Health and Climate Change recommends an accelerated phaseout of coal from the global energy mix over the next 5 years as a way to mitigate climate change and protect human respiratory and cardiovascular health (1). Promoting active transportation, such as walking and cycling, as well as urban green spaces and energy-efficient building strategies could also have substantial cobenefits to health and the environment (100). One study estimated that increasing safe active transport and use of low-emission vehicles in London, England, could reduce heart disease burden by 10% to 19%, cerebrovascular disease burden by 10% to 18%, dementia by 7% to 8%, and depression by 4% to 6% (6). The benefits were even more pronounced for Delhi, India, including reduction of total ischemic heart disease burden by 11% to 25%. In developing countries, transitioning from inefficient cookstoves or open fires to low-emission, clean-burning cookstoves could reduce illness related to indoor air pollution exposure (99). The agricultural sector is a major source of global greenhouse gas emissions, such as methane from livestock (101). By reducing demand for greenhouse gas-intensive meat in high-income countries and shifting to healthier diets rich in legumes, fruits, and vegetables, environmental and health cobenefits could be realized (102, 103). Of note, climate change mitigation policies may carry their own health risks. For example, increased active transportation could increase the risk for accidents (99), and replacing food crops to grow biofuels could reduce the food supply or result in the clear-cutting of native ecosystems (104). Therefore, to ensure that climate change mitigation policies have a net health benefit, health impact assessments should be conducted.

Health cobenefits should be a prominent part of the climate change discussion. A 2009 statement released by the InterAcademy Medical Panel and signed by representatives of 34 of the world’s academies of sciences, including the National Academy of Sciences, recommended that “Health Ministers and ministries should actively engage in promoting mitigation strategies that result in health co-benefits in their own country and should make the case for such strategies to their national climate change negotiators in advance of international meetings” (105).

In December 2015, the 195 nations of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change adopted the Paris Agreement of the Conference of the Parties, in which they committed to taking the necessary actions to keep the global temperature increase to well below 2 °C (3.6 °F) above preindustrial levels and advocated for efforts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5 °C (2.7 °F). The agreement states that parties should promote and consider their respective obligations on “the right to health” when taking action to address climate change. In addition to the overall global temperature goal, the agreement includes a global emissions target, outlines climate financing obligations, and mandates a review of participating countries’ plans every 5 years (4). The agreement will “enter into force after 55 countries that account for at least 55% of global emissions have deposited their instruments of ratification” (106). In 2013, the Obama administration released the Climate Action Plan, which established goals to reduce domestic carbon pollution, prepare the country for the effects of climate change, and position the United States to lead international efforts to combat climate change and prepare for its effects (107). As part of this effort, President Obama, EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy, and U.S. Surgeon General Vivek Murthy convened a summit with medical and public health professionals to discuss the effects of and potential solutions to problems arising from the health effects of climate change (108). Other related activities include a CDC guide to help public health departments assess local climate change risks (109) and the development of a National Integrated Heat Health Information System (110). In 2015, the federal government finalized the Clean Power Plan, which seeks to reduce power plant carbon emissions by 32% below 2005 levels by 2030. The EPA has touted the environmental and public health cobenefits of adopting the plan’s standards, estimating the prevention of up to 3600 premature deaths, 90 000 asthma attacks, and 300 000 missed work and school days (111). Although these steps are important, addressing climate change will require a concerted effort by government; the business community; public health professionals; the health care, agricultural, and energy sectors; environmental stakeholders; and others throughout the global community.

Although outside the scope of this article, issues such as trade, financing, and job displacement will also need to be addressed as the world responds to climate change. Attention should be given to climate financing to provide financial resources necessary to assist developing countries in their efforts to adapt to and mitigate climate change. Developed nations have committed to providing funding to help developing countries transition from fossil fuel–dependent development and growth to a low-emission future. In 2014, the United States announced it would join 33 governments, including Germany, France, Denmark, Mexico, and Korea, to contribute to the United Nations Green Climate Fund, committing to providing $3 billion (112). However, as of June 2015, the United States and many other countries had yet to allocate money to the fund. Of the $10.2 billion pledged, only $6.8 billion in contributions had been signed (113). According to the Paris Agreement, “Governments decided that they will work to define a clear roadmap on ratcheting up climate finance to [$]100 billion by 2020 while also before 2025
setting a new goal on the provision of finance from the [$$100 billion floor$$] (106). Beyond funding acquisition, questions remain about how best to use financing and how to effectively track and monitor climate finance, among many others (114).

Global trade issues are intertwined with climate change policies. Given the potential economic havoc that climate change could cause throughout the world, the World Trade Organization has identified agriculture, tourism, and trade infrastructure and routes as areas at the greatest risk for the effects of climate change. Although economic expansion resulting from liberalized trade could increase carbon emissions, it could also facilitate the distribution of carbon mitigation technologies (115). Other important considerations include the direct and indirect effect of mitigation policies on the labor market, such as mining in the coal-rich Appalachian region of the United States. Metrics to better understand the effect of mitigation policies on the labor market, efforts to track “green” job growth, and policies to alleviate job losses in industries affected by mitigation policies should be investigated (116).

2. The health care sector, within the United States and globally, must implement environmentally sustainable and energy-efficient practices and prepare for the impacts of climate change to ensure continued operations during periods of elevated patient demand.

The health care sector is ranked second in energy use after the food industry (117); it spends about $9 billion annually on energy costs (118, 119). Hospitals in the United States produce a massive amount of waste (>2.3 million tons per year) (120). The health care system (particularly hospitals) must adopt policies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and prepare for the inevitable effects of climate change. By increasing energy efficiency and using renewable energy sources, the EPA estimates that 30% of the health care sector’s energy use could be reduced without compromising care quality (121). Areas of focus for mitigation efforts in the health care system include transportation, energy conservation and efficiency, alternative energy generation, green building design, waste disposal and management, food service, and water conservation (122). The report *Addressing Climate Change in the Health Care Setting: Opportunities for Action*, published by Health Care Without Harm and Practice Greenhealth, recommends ways that the health care sector can reduce its carbon emissions in various areas (123). Recommendations include the following:

- Transportation: reduce fleet emissions, help commuters reduce emissions, choose suppliers with efficiency or alternate-fuel standards, prefer local suppliers, purchase energy-efficient shipping.
- Energy operations: make building operations more energy-efficient, install on-site renewable energy capability, purchase energy-efficient products, buy green power.
- Energy in the built environment: incorporate green building principles, consider overall transportation impacts of facility siting, use native vegetation and plant trees on site, use local and regional building materials, offset emissions from building construction, purchase only lumber products certified by the Forest Stewardship Council.
- Waste: recycle and buy recycled products, collect and recycle nitrous oxide anesthetic gases, dispose of waste locally, prevent waste, divert at least 90% of constructed waste.
- Food service: reduce the amount of meat protein on menus, buy local and seasonal food, procure organic food when possible, prevent waste in food services, compost food waste, eliminate bottled water.

Under the direction of its Sustainability Action Plan, the University of California San Francisco Medical Center has established an aggressive recycling and composting program, reduced its medical waste yield, and incorporated an energy-efficient and water conservation-focused design at its Mission Bay campus (124). Kaiser Permanente has reduced its purchasing and overall waste disposal costs by recycling and reusing single-use devices in accordance with federal regulations (125). Gundersen Health System has established a goal of complete energy independence (126). The system improved energy efficiency and decreased energy demand, leading to a 25% improvement in energy efficiency and more than $1 million in cost savings in 2009. Sustainability is improving in the global health care sector. The U.K. National Health Service has set a goal to decrease carbon dioxide equivalent emissions across building energy use, travel, and procurement by 34% by 2020, and in Germany, hospitals participating in the BUND energy-saving hospital project have saved 54 000 tons of carbon dioxide and reduced energy costs by €8.2 million per year (127).

Environmentally friendly activities are not limited to the hospital setting. The My Green Doctor Web site, a project supported by the Florida Medical Association, provides resources to physicians and their staffs on how to adopt environmentally sustainable policies in the physician practice. Project resources offer guidance on energy and water efficiency, use of renewable energy, recycling programs, proper disposal of medications and chemicals, transportation and commuting, and healthy foods (128). As employers, physicians may also be able to influence their staff to help limit greenhouse gas emissions. For example, physician offices may establish energy conservation and recycling programs and encourage colleagues to commute by walking, cycling, or public transit.
The health care sector must also prepare for the inevitable consequences of climate change to ensure continued operations during extreme weather events and elevated patient demand. As climate change poses new challenges to health care sector infrastructure and continuity, strategies must be developed to monitor and react. The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services has released “Primary Protection: Enhancing Health Care Resilience for a Changing Climate,” a best practices tool kit for health care facilities to assist them in developing climate resilience plans to maintain essential health care services (129).

3. Physicians, both individually and collectively, are encouraged to advocate for climate change adaptation and mitigation policies and communicate about the health co-benefits of addressing climate change in objective, simple language to their community and policymakers. For its part, the American College of Physicians is committed to working with its international chapters and with other professional membership and public health organizations within the United States and globally to pursue the policies recommended in this paper.

As trusted members of the community, physicians should advocate for policies to address climate change and its effects on human health. According to a 2014 Gallup poll, 56% of Americans believe that reports on the seriousness of global warming are either generally correct (23%) or generally underestimated (33%). Four in ten believe that global warming is greatly exaggerated, a substantial increase since 2008 (130). The Pew Research Center found that a majority of people in the United States believe global warming is a threat but do not consider it one of the top threats facing the country (131). In the United States, disagreement over the cause of climate change has become a political issue, stalling movement toward a climate change action plan. Elsewhere in the world, the idea that humans are largely the cause of climate change is widely accepted, with 93% in China, 84% in Argentina and Italy, and 80% in Turkey agreeing that “the climate change we are currently seeing is largely the result of human activity” (132). The same poll found that the United States had the lowest percentage responding affirmatively to the question, with 54% saying they agreed.

As clinicians, physicians have a role in combatting climate change, especially as it relates to human health. Physicians and other health care professionals are often viewed as trusted sources of information, including on environmental issues (88). The aforementioned survey of American Thoracic Society members found that 72% believed that physicians should inform the public about climate change, and 75% of physicians believe that medical societies should play an advocacy role (133). The survey of National Medical Association members found that 86% of respondents expressed that climate change was relevant to direct patient care, 88% stated that the United States should invest in efforts to protect people from the health effects of climate change, and 93% indicated support for efforts to reduce the potential effects of climate change (90). A strong majority agreed that “physicians have a responsibility to bring the health effects of climate change to the attention of their patients” and the public and believed that their medical societies should advocate for policies to address climate change and health.

On a broad policy level, U.S. physicians can work at the community, state, and federal level to advocate for efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the energy and transportation sectors and educate their legislators and policymakers about the health consequences of climate change. The health risks associated with climate change provide an opportunity for the global health community to band together and advocate for aggressive action. In 2011, health professional organizations, including the World Medical Association, convened in Durban, South Africa, and released the Durban Declaration on Climate and Health. The declaration calls on climate negotiators to create a binding agreement that, among other things, makes the protection of human health a primary objective, establishes a fair framework to reduce global emissions, fosters energy efficiency and clean renewable energy, and provides necessary resources to initiate the United Nations Green Climate Fund as well as long-term funding to provide for adaptation and mitigation measures necessary to address the health effects of climate change (134, 135).

A later document, signed by the World Medical Association, the Royal College of Physicians, and other groups, called for policies to ensure that the health effects of climate change are taken into account domestically and globally, investment in climate change mitigation and adaptation are significantly increased on a rapid time scale, and the health care sector is engaged and informed on climate action (136). The world’s health professional societies must come together in one voice to educate their members, their leaders, and their nations’ policymakers about the health threat posed by climate change and call for a strong response.

A climate change communication guide (137) suggests that public health officials use the following talking points:

• Climate change is real and human-caused.
• Climate change is bad for us and our community in a number of ways.
• We need to start taking action now to protect the health of our community's most vulnerable members—including our children, our seniors, people with chronic illnesses, and the
poor—because our climate is already changing and people are already being harmed. [Our top priorities for protecting people’s health from our changing climate are (list your organization’s top three priorities here).]

- Taking action creates a “win-win” situation for us because, in addition to dealing with climate change, most of these actions will benefit our health too.

By objectively informing their patients and the public of the human health threat posed by climate change, physicians can help depoliticize the issue and encourage cooperation in the development of necessary adaptation and mitigation strategies.

The federal government should also develop and disseminate communication plans to assist state and local public health departments in their efforts to educate the public about health risks associated with climate change (138).

4. **Physicians are encouraged to become educated about climate change, its effect on human health, and how to respond to future challenges.** Medical schools and continuing medical education providers should incorporate climate change–related coursework into curricula.

The survey of National Medical Association members found that a substantial majority believed that continuing medical education (CME) and patient education resources would be helpful to increase their knowledge and better convey messages to patients about climate change and its health effects (90). Climate change–related coursework should be incorporated into medical school and CME coursework so that physicians can accurately articulate the immediacy of climate change and its potential effects on human health. The American Medical Association has hosted many CME courses on climate change (139) and has approved policy encouraging physicians to assist in educating patients and the public on environmentally sustainable practices (20). Physicians can also work with public health officials to develop and familiarize themselves with disaster preparation and response plans.

5. **Governments should commit to providing substantial and sufficient climate change research funding to understand, adapt to, and mitigate the human health effects of climate change.**

Since 1993, the U.S. federal government has invested billions of dollars in emissions-reducing technology, efforts to better understand climate change, and international assistance for developing countries (140). Many health-related federal agencies receive funding to study climate change and health. Priority should be given to providing such climate research funding to the EPA, the National Institutes of Health, the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, the CDC, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, and other related agencies. The fiscal year 2012–2017 strategic plan for the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences charges the agency to “identify and respond to emerging environmental threats to human health, on both a local and global scale” (141), including better understanding of the health effects of climate change exposures. The National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences also seeks to provide research on human health effects related to climate change and adaptation, raise awareness and create new partnerships to advance key areas of health research and knowledge development on human health effects of climate change, and serve as an authoritative source of information on the human health effects of climate change, among other goals (142).

The U.S. Interagency Working Group on Climate Change and Health outlines the extensive research needs related to climate change and human health (143). Ongoing and adequate funding should be made available to carry out this agenda. Because climate change is a global issue, the United States should continue to fund international efforts to assess and address climate change throughout the world. From fiscal years 2001 to 2010, the United States provided a total of $31.1 million (in 2010 dollars) to the IPCC (144). In fiscal year 2015, the IPCC received $10 million from the United States. Similarly, the United States provides financial support to the World Health Organization. Because both entities are crucial to the effort to research and direct international efforts to understand the human health effects of climate change, the United States should continue to financially support their efforts and consider increasing its contributions to them.

**Conclusion**

There is broad consensus among climate scientists that the planet is warming, despite the continued public policy debate and the dissenting views of a relatively small number of persons in the scientific community. The ACP concurs with the scientific consensus, as supported by the evidence, that climate change is mostly the result of human activity and unless aggressive, concerted efforts are made to curb greenhouse gas emissions, irrevocable damage could be done, including negative effects on human health, such as elevated risk for cardiovascular and respiratory diseases, food and water insecurity, infectious disease, and compromised mental health.

Physicians, both collectively and individually, are encouraged to take action by adopting lifestyle changes that reduce environmental impact, increasing the environmental sustainability of their practice and the broader health system in which they work, educating the public on the potential effects and health con-
sequences of climate change, and advocating for policies in their own countries and globally to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and address the health effects of climate change. The Lancet Commission on Health and Climate Change states that addressing climate change could be the greatest global health opportunity of this century. The medical profession—by being an objective and trusted source of information about the effects of climate change on health—must be at the forefront of this opportunity to make Earth a sustainable home for future generations.
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